







































































































































































































b．Buying a house is easy if youʼve got money.
c．No more wine, thanks. I have to get up tomorrow.




























（7）For one thing, interpretation is carried out*on line,+and starts while the
utterance is still in progress. Some tentative or incomplete interpretive
hypotheses can be made and later revised or completed in the light of their
apparent consequences for the overall interpretation. We assume, then,
that interpretive hypotheses about explicit content and implicatures are
developed in parallel, and stabilise when they are mutually adjusted, and
jointly adjusted with expectations of relevance.




















































性が高いと言える」（岡田・井門 2012: 676）。この点について、Wilson and
Sperber（2000: 224）もbthese departures from truthfulness pass unattended































（10）This utterance might be intended and understood literally, or as an
approximation, a hyperbole or a metaphor, with no clear cut-off points
between these various possibilities. On the relevance-theoretic account
outlined above, all these interpretations are arrived at in the sameway, by
adding to the context encyclopaedic information made accessible by the
encoded concept BOILING (and by other concepts activated by the
utterance or the discourse) and deriving enough implications to satisfy
the hearerʼs expectations of relevance. What makes the resulting
interpretation intuitively ʻliteralʼ, ʻapproximateʼ, ʻhyperbolicalʼ or ʻmeta-
phoricalʼ is simply the particular set of encyclopaedic assumptions actually











（11）BOILING WATER: Encyclopaedic properties
a．SEETHES AND BUBBLES, HIDDEN UNDERCURRENTS, EMITS
VAPOUR, etc.
b．TOO HOT TOWASH ONEʼS HANDS IN, TOO HOT TO BATHE IN,
etc.
c．SUITABLE FOR MAKING TEA, DANGEROUS TO TOUCH, etc.
d．SAFE TO USE IN STERILISING INSTRUMENTS, etc.



























（12）In relevance theory, descriptive use is contrastedwith interpretive use. In
descriptive use, an utterance is intended to be relevant as a representation
of a state of affairs, while in interpretive use, the utterance is intended to
be relevant as a representation of some other representation, such as


































































































































































































































最後に、brunch（breakfast + lunch）、smog（smoke + fog）、Bollywood（Bombay
























































ムには、例えば pop the question（プロポーズする）、spill the beans（秘密を漏
らす）、lay down the law（命令的な言い方をする）のように、個々の構成要素の
字義的または比喩的な意味がイディオムとしての意味に寄与しているものか
ら、kick the bucket、shoot the breeze（無駄話をする）のように寄与していない
ものまである。このことから前者は分解可能なイディオム、後者は分解不可能
なイディオムと呼ばれる。
（20）For instance, in the phrase pop the question it is easy to discern that the
noun question refers to a marriage proposal when the verb pop is used to
refer to the act of uttering it. Similarly, the law of lay down the law refers
to the rules of conduct in certain situations when the verb phrase laying
down is used to refer to the act of invoking the law. Idioms like pop the
question, spill the beans, and lay down the law are*decomposable,+
because each component obviously contributes to the overall figurative
interpretation. Idioms whose individual parts do not contribute to the
figurative meaning of the idiom are semantically*nondecomposable+
(e.g., kick the bucket, shoot the breeze), because people experience
difficulty in breaking these phrase into their component parts. [...] The
analyzability of an idiom is really a matter of degree and depends on the
salience of its individual parts. Many idiomatic expressions exhibit














































































（23）a．Many strings were pulled but he was not elected.
b．The strings he said hewould pull for you. （VegaMoreno 2007: 146）
（23）では、pull the strings（裏で糸を引く）というイディオムが元になった表




















次に（23b）は、変形が加えられた結果 pull the strings という元の句の形から
かけ離れた表現となっているため、句レベルでアドホック概念を構築するのは
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Abbreviations, Idioms, and Ad Hoc Concepts
OKADA Toshihiro and IDO Ryo
Relevance theory, a theory of cognition and communication developed by
Dan Sperber and Deirdre Wilson, is based on two principles of relevance. One is
a Cognitive Principle that human cognition is geared to the maximisation of
relevance. The other is a Communicative Principle that utterances create
expectations of optimal relevance. Relevance theory claims that utterance
interpretation involves the relevance-theoretic comprehension procedure,
whereby the addressee is expected to follow a least-effort path in computing
cognitive effects, and stop when his expectations of relevance are satisfied.
Following this procedure, the explicit content of the utterance, i.e. the
explicature, is constructed via decoding, disambiguation, reference assignment,
and other pragmatic enrichment processes including ad hoc concept
construction. Comprehension is an on-line process, and the explicature is
mutually adjusted with implicated premises and conclusions in order of
accessibility. Ad hoc concepts are also constructed through this mutual
adjustment process on the relevance-theoretic comprehension procedure.
Ad hoc concept construction involves roughly two main types of pragmatic
process: lexical narrowing and lexical broadening. The former is the case where
a word is used in a more specific sense than the linguistically encoded one,
whereas the latter is the case where a word is used in a more general sense,
resulting in a broader denotation. There is a still further type of case called
attributive use, where a word or phrase is used to represent a concept
attributed to someone else or to oneself at another time. The attributive use of
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concepts may play a crucial role in vocabulary acquisition. This paper focuses
on some examples of abbreviations and idioms, and explains how the ad hoc
concepts contribute to the interpretation of those examples within the
framework of relevance theory.
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